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Engineering Industrial 
Consortium Takes Wings 

S
ince its formation by the School of Engineering about two 
years ago, the HKUST Engineering Industrial Consortium 
(EIC) has snowballed into a fully-fledged organization with 

satisfied members and solid results. 
The ErC represents a multi-faceted practical partnership between 

the University and the industrial sector, allowing industrial 
companies to access the expertise, resources and facilities of the 
School of Engineering. 

By working hand in hand, the University and its industry partners 
can bring innovative technologies to the market faster. This not only 
increases the profits for the industry 
partners, but it also enriches Hong Kong's 
technology base. 

The EIC now has more than 20 core 
technologies falling into six basic categories: 

• Information Technology 
• Micro-electronics and Electronic 

Systems 
• Manufacturing 
• Infrastructure 
• Energy and Environment 
• Advanced Materials. 

Currently, ErC has over 30 corporate members. Typically, they 
are members who wish to take part in themed projects and to have 
early access to new technologies but without having to bear the full 
cost of running their own research laboratories. 

"I am delighted at the fast growth of ErC and the enthusiastic 
support of its members. It is indeed gratifying to see that the results 
of our research are highly valued and put to good use;' said Dean 
of Engineering Prof Ping KO. 

Not only does the EIC bring the University and industry together 
to commercialize the fruits of research, it also caters to the market 

demand for professional training. One of the 
m ajor programs under planning is the 
Master of Technology Management pro
gram to be launched in the Fall of 2000. 0 

The COllslllller Media Laboratory is workillg 
with illdustry partllers to produce interactive toys 
for both educatioll alld elltertaillmellf. TI, ese 
story-tellillg toys are blessed lVith the faculty of 
speech recogllitioll lVith garbage filtering 
capabilities, alld call interact with the listellers. 
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The Graduate Diploma ill 
Trallsportatioll Logistics 
Mmragemellf, one of EIC's 
educatioll programs, has 
drawlI participants [1"0/11 the 
mallagement of25 
trallsportatiolllogistics 
compallies. Dr Raymond 
CHEUNG, DirectorofEIC's 
Logistics alld Supply Chaill 
Fonlln, addresses the 
participants. 

Dr Islifag AHMAD (Computer Sciellce)(right) ill discus
sioll 011 a multimedia project with Mr Patrick Tallg of EIC 
member SUIl Microsystellls for Califorllia Ltd. 
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EIC Cellter for Networkillg alld Cellterfor 
Wireless Itiformatioll Techllology collaborate 
with City Telecom (HK) Ltd ill a joillt study 
project 011 deployillgfixed telecommullication 
lIetwork sen'ices /lsillg lVireless techllologies. 
Photo sholVs the base statioll /l sed ill the test. 

The Cyberspace Cellter, III lder the 
EIC, recelltly orgallized a Computer 
Crime Ill vestigation alld Computer 
Forellsic Traillillg program for Public 
Officers f rom the Police, Immigratioll, 
Illdepelldellf Commissioll Agaillst 
Corruptioll, alld Customs alld Excise 
Departlllellt, as well as coullsels fi'om 
the Departmellt of justice. Addressing 
the alldiellce is Prof Samuel 
CHANSON, Director of the 
Cyperspace Cell tel: 



PRESIDENT'S 

Mission, Vision, 
and Objectives 
Revisited 

F
rom time to time during the last two 
years, I have said that"the University 
has reached the completion of its 

founding phase, and is now consolidating its 
past accomplishments and present strengths 
into a firm platform from which to soar". 

PROGRESS 

The time has come, then, for us to revisit the University's mission, 
vision, and objectives, to make sure that we have a good foundation 
on which to develop new strategies and plan for our next phase. 
Indeed, our new Council Chairman, Dr Vincent LO, has advocated 
that we come up with a Mission, Visio'n, and Objectives Statement 
that reflects the consensus of all of the University's stakeholders. 

A task force of the University Council was appointed by 
Chairman Lo to initiate this work. Its constituency comprised six 
lay members and eight University members (president, all three vice
presidents, and all four deans) of the Council. A draft statement 
emerged after thorough deliberations at a number of meetings
including a weekend retreat. This statement was subsequently 
brought by the deans and heads to Schools and Departments for 
consideration, and presented by the task force to the full Council, 
University Court, Executive Committee of the Students' Union, and 
Senate for further debate and revision. While input is still being 
solicited and received, it now appears that there will be few major 
changes and that a fmal version is in sight. 

The mission of the University is clearly defmed in the Ordinance. 
It was a mandate from Government referred to as the "Objects of the 
University": 

"To advance learning and knowledge through teaching andresearch, 
particularly in science, engineering, and business studies; and at 
the postgraduate level; and to promote the economic and social 
development of Hong Kong." 

(Please note that two words, technology and management, have 
been omitted from the original statement in order to remove 
redundancy, and the verb promote is now used in place of assist in 
to emphasize the proactive nature of the University's mission. 
Otherwise the text remains unchanged.) 

A point was raised as to whether cultural should accompany 
economic and social in our promotion of the development of Hong 
Kong. It was decided that adding the word cultural in the last phrase 
would shift the weight so much that it would mislead the general 
public as to the University's primary emphasis. In its broader 
context, the term social already implies cultural. One view under 
consideration is whether the word cultural should be used to replace 
social. In any case, there was consensus that culture must be given 
its rightful place in the statement to reflect our belief that Hong Kong 
cannot become a truly knowledge-based society without an 
appropriate cultural ambience. 

Another point was raised by our founding Council Chairman, 
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Dr S Y CHUNG, who reminded us that Government had specifically 
written into HKUST's Objects the words at the postgraduate level in 
order to distinguish the new university's mandate from the 
traditional mission of the Territory's other comprehensive tertiary 
institutions. 

The vision of the University follows in a natural way: 

"To be a leading university with significant national and 
international impact and strong local commitment. 
• Global HKUST will be a world-class university at the cutting 

edge internationally in all targeted fields of pursuit. 
• National As a top university in China, HKUST will contribute 

to the economic and social development of the nation. 
• Local. HKUST will be a key player, in partnership with 

government, business, and industry, in the development of Hong 
Kong as a knowledge-based society." 

Some of the words appeared ambiguous, such as leading, world
class, and top. However, it was agreed that these words were needed 
to help emphasize the University's aspirations and that detailed 
interpretations would evolve naturally as times and conditions 
changed. It was agreed, further, that in the fast-moving fields of 
science and technology, one literally has to achieve world class 
immediately or risk falling hopelessly behind. For this reason, we 
must continue to limit ourselves to a relatively small number of 
academic specialties and interdisciplinary fields and target them for 
cutting-edge performance. 

The part of our vision described under national stimulated 
several rounds of debate. Some felt it was unnecessary because any 
world-class university would, by definition, rank among the top 
universities of its nation. Others felt that services to the local 
community of Hong Kong sufficed because such services would 
automatically result in contributions to the nation. Some proposed 
that national and local be combined into one paragraph entitled 
regional, though, as they admitted, the word regional might be too 
ambiguous for our purposes. Concern was also expressed that the 
description national might discourage some international scholars 
from joining our faculty. 

The majority, however, believed that it was important to call 
attention to the fact that HKUST has higher aspirations than to 
contribute to a narrowly confined territory. To be known as national 
implies no more than recognizing Caltech and UC Berkeley as 
leading American universities, Cambridge as a leading British 
university, or Karlsruhe as a leading German university. Being thus 



Towards Excellence in Teaching and Learning 

A t HKUST, excellence in 
research goes hand in hand 
with excellence in teaching. 

The recent establishment of the Center 
for Enhanced Learning and Teaching 
(CELT) within the University facilitates 
faculty members to improve the 
effectiveness of their teaching, and 
students to get the most out of their 
learning. 

by the Center. In Spring 2000, CELT will 
launch its first general education course 
in creativity. 

The Teaching Technologies Division 
oversees technologies applied to 
learning, especially the Teaching 
Development Grant project funded by 
the University Grants Committee on 
the design and development of a 
university-wide web-based course 
delivery platform. CELT is now in full swing in 

developing on-line courses which 
students can take, starting in the Fall 
Semester of 2000. 

By working closely with faculty 
members and instructors, CELT aims to 

Dr Alice LAM, (right) Chairman o/the University Grallfs 
Committee, and President Chia- Wei WOO officiate at CELT's 

This Division also manages the 
Cyberschool of Information Tech
nology project, in conjunction with 
Cable & Wireless HKT, IBM China/ 
Hong Kong Ltd and Internet Pro Ltd. inallgllration ceremony. 

produce media-rich on-line courses 
that will make learning and teaching an enjoyable experience for 
both students and instructors. 

CELT is divided into three functional divisions. 
The Teaching Development Division caters to the professional 

development and training needs of HKUST's teaching staff, as well 
as providing IT training for school teachers. 

In August and September 1999, CELT hosted an orientation 
program and workshops for a total of 267 new teaching assistants, 
who had to "acclimatize" to their new duties. 

The Division also coordinates general education courses offered 

described does not detract from their international role or, in the 
case of Berkeley and Karlsruhe, their local commitment. 

Of course, even the definition of local may eventually need 
clarification . Will "Hong Kong" always refer to the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region's 235 islands and a peninsula? Or will 
it represent the Hong Kong Bay Area-the southern segment of the 
Pearl River Estuary which will form a grand metropolis if we simply 
let nature take its course? 

The objectives of the University are, of course, much more 
specific. Draft paragraphs are reproduced below without comment 
as they stand in early January; suffice to say that the inclusion or 
exclusion of virtually every word attracted thorough attention at 
various levels of deliberation. While a casual reader might find the 
paragraphs applicable to almost all academic institutions, please let 
me assure you that, dissected and then re-integrated, these objectives 
profile HKUST in such a unique way that even many of the 
statement's original drafters were surprised. 

• Students To give students, particularly undergraduates, a 
broadly based university experience that includes: superior 
training in their chosen field of study; a general education that 
helps develop their creativity, critical thinking, global outlook, 
and cultural awareness; and a campus life that prepares them 

This project utilizes web-based course 
delivery and multi-media technologies that will enable students to 
access from campus or at home a wide range of tertiary-level IT 
courses over the broadband internet. 

The Creative Production Division is responsible for the design 
and production of on-line courses that enable students to conduct 
interactive learning activities on the web via the Cyberschool 
infrastructure. 

"I am delighted that the University is fully committed to 
developing a culture of continuous improvement in teaching and 
learning;' said CELT Director Dr Grace AU. 0 

to be community leaders and lifelong learners. 
• Faculty and Staff To provide a dynamic and supportive 
working environment in which faculty and staff may 
continually develop intellectually and professionally. 

• Research To be a leading institution in research and postgraduate 
study, pursuing knowledge and creative scholarship in both 
fundamental and applied areas, and collaborating closely with 
business and industry on technological innovation. 

• Campus Culture To provide a liberal environment and 
atmosphere conducive to the exchange of knowledge, views, 
and innovative ideas among students, faculty, staff, and visiting 
scholars. 

• Commitment to Hong Kong To promote Hong Kong's 
economic and social development and contribute to Hong 
Kong's cultural growth by making knowledge available to all 
sectors of the local community and by actively participating in 
Hong Kong's public affairs. 

I have not attempted to summarize all the fine points raised in the 
numerous meetings. Far from it, the above is a report to you on a very 
small handful of highlights-merely to illustrate the painstaking 
process of drafting and revising this important academic statement 
by committee. Please be sure to forward additional opinions to the 
Council Secretariat or myself as soon as possible. 0 
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

Silicon Technology for Disk Drive Manufacturing 

H KUST researchers have achieved 
technological breakthrough that 
would significantly enhance the 

competitiveness of hard disk manufacturing 
in the Pearl River Delta. 

Associate Professor Dr Neville LEE and 
his Research Associate Dr Kelvin NG, both 
of th e Industrial Engineering and 
Engineering Management Department, 
recently invented two new silicon devices 
that solve some of the problems in disk 
storage manufacturing technology. These 
unique devices are much more cost effective 
than comparable devices in the US. 

Overview of the Disk Drive 
Manufacturing Industry 

Magnetic recording technology has for 
over four decades been used for data storage 
for audio and computer systems. At present 
this technology is still developing at an 
unprecedented pace, with an annual growth 
of 60% to 100% in the density of the data a 
magnetic disk can store. 

Singapore has long been the world's 
largest producer of hard disk drives, while 
the US and Japan are also major players. 
Meanwhile, the Pearl River Delta, of which 
Hong Kong is becoming an integral part, is 
fast catching up. 

In recent years, the Pearl River Delta is 
emerging as a production center for disk 
drives, due to both cheap labor and high 
quality of products. Actually, before this 
occurred, a number of Hong Kong and 

Dr Neville LEE at lVork ill his /aboratO/)' 
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Chinese Mainland companies were already 
producing magnetic head assemblies, with 
SAE and KAIFA among the major manu
facturers. These companies boast high 
sales volumes, with the annual turnover 
exceeding HK$lO billion (approximately 
US$1.3 billion). 

To enhance Hong Kong's compet
itiveness in this area, the Industry 
Department has been supporting the 
pioneering research of Dr Lee and Dr Ng, 
who have now come up with two mini
aturized silicon devices that solve some of 
the basic problems in disk storage manu
facturing technology. 

The New Devices 
(1) Silicon-Based Capacitive Sensor 

During the process of recording, the 
clearance (flying height) between the 
magnetic head and the disk is very small
about 0.0001 of the width of a piece of hair. 
To achieve good recording quality, this 
flying height must be strictly controlled. The 
flying height of the magnetic head is 
controlled by a suspension spring. If the 
loading force (gram load or"g load") exerted 
by the spring is too great, the disk will be 
damaged. If that force is too small, data 
reading and writing will be difficult. 

To achieve the optimum effect in 
recording, the g load of the spring needs to 
be accurately monitored and controlled in 
the manufacturing process. 

Normally this measurement is done on 
an ordinary electronic 
balance. However, this 
can only measure the 
total g load. As the 
distribution of g load 
will affect the tilt and 
flying characteristics 
of the magnetic head, 
the monitoring of this 
distribution ofloading 
is also of vital im
portance in enhancing 
the quality of data 
recording. 

Dr Lee's team has 
adopted a silicon 
based capacitive sen
sor to solve this pro
blem. It consists of 

four springboard-shaped cantilevers, each 
with metal electrodes underneath. 

The cantilevers are suspended over a 
matching set of electrodes with a 10-
micrometer gap in between. A small loading 
force can deflect the cantilever beams and 
reduce the separation of the air gap. 

The change in capacitance between each 
cantilever and bottom electrode pair (due 
to the change of gap distance) indicates the 
magnitude of the loading force. A four
zoned structure (with four beams) can 
indicate whether the load is balanced on the 
four sides. 

Another advantage is that this device is 
extremely thin, and can be fitted between 
the magnetic heads of a head stack (a typical 
hard disk drive has more than one disk, 
hence multiple heads are stacked on top of 
each other to form a head stack). This allows 
differential g load measurements of a head 
stack to be performed concurrently. 

At present, none of the existing devices 
in use can perform this function. 

Although recently a US company began 
to market a differential g load measurement 
device, its price is as high as US$60,000 to 
US$70,000 per system. 

In comparison, the system invented by 
Dr Lee's team is much more economical, has 
a faster throughput, and is six to ten times 
more cost effective than the US system. 

(2) Silicon-Based Heating Device 
When the g load is out of specification, it 

needs to be adjusted . The traditional 
method is by twisting the suspension 
system. However, this can lead to a 
significant increase in the amplitude of the 
vibration mode. 

Infrared heating and laser heating 
systems have been used as alternatives, but 
laser heating is very expensive, and infrared 
heating is not very effective in view of the 
difficulty of bringing radiation into the 
suspension system at the head stack level. 

To solve this problem, Dr Lee and Dr Ng 
have invented a miniaturized silicon heating 
device for the adjustment of o'ut-of
specification g load. This device is 
economical, non-intrusive, compact and 
easy to use. As such, it is the first successful 
device of its kind, and patent applications 
are being processed. 0 
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A New Paradigm in Bi-cultural Psychology 

As more and more people nowadays 
become bi-cultural and even 
multi-cultural individuals, it has 

been observed that under different 
circumstances, different cultural 
backgrounds will come to the fore in 
influencing a person's behaviors. A study 
conducted primarily at HKUST has shown 
that systematically exposing a person to a 
specific set of cultural stimuli ("cultural 
priming" in psychological parlance) will 
have a definite effect on his or her 
perception, thinking and decision making. 
A report on the theoretical framework and 
experimental results will soon appear in 
American Psychologist, the official journal of 
the American Psychological Association. 

Chinese Collectivism Versus 
American Individualism 

Dr Hong Ying-yi, Assistant Professor in 
the Division of Social Science, together with 
researchers from Stanford University, 
University of Hong Kong and University of 
Michigan, has conducted a series of research 
over a period of five years on bi-cultural 
individuals who have been exposed to both 
Chinese and American cultures . Their 
experiments showed that these individuals 
switch between different cultural frames in 
response to culturally laden contexts or 
symbols. 

Chinese students in Hong Kong and 
Chinese-American students in the US, both 
classified as bi-cultural individuals, were 
invited to participate in the experiment. One 
group of these students was exposed to 
Chinese cultural icons such as images of 
dragon and Chinese palaces, Chinese opera 
make-up, and the Monkey in the famous 
novel "Journey to the West". Another group 
of students was primed by American 
cultural icons like the American flag, the 
White House, Mickey Mouse, cowboys, 
Marilyn Monroe and Superman. After such 
"cultural priming", all the students were 
asked certain questions. Those exposed to 
Chinese cultural icons consistently 
responded in a typically Chinese frame of 
mind, while those primed by American 
cultural icons manifested a consistent 
American bias in their views. 

"The typical Chinese tends to identify 
himself or herself in terms of his or her 

duties and responsibilities to society. The 
typical American, on the other hand, would 
look at himself or herself more in terms of 
his or her rights as an individual. This is the 
conclusion drawn from a related experiment 
I conducted:' said Dr Hong. 

In the cultural priming experiment, the 
different groups of participants were 
presented the same picture of a number of 
fish swimming in the same direction, but 
with one individual fish distinctly in front 
and the rest behind it. 

It turned out consistently 
that those primed with Amer
ican cultural icons interpreted 
the picture as depicting one fish 
leading the crowd. Further
more, that leading fish was 
described in terms of internal 
attributes. In other words, the 
fish itself wanted to take the 
lead. On the other hand, the participants 
primed with Chinese cultural icons tended 
to interpret the picture as showing how 
external attributes, such as social pressure, 
resulted in one fish being singled out. 

"In individualistic cultures, such as 
American culture, individuals are 
primarily identified as separate units and 
agents of actions . In contrast, in col-. 
lectivistic cultures, such as Chinese 
culture, individuals are primarily 
identified as members of groups, whose 
actions are constantly regulated by group 
norms and role expectations," noted 
Dr Hong and her fellow researchers. 

To further validate the experiments, 
Dr Hong and her co-researchers devised a 

control group whose members were primed 
by neutral icons such as geometric images. 
These subjects tended to give mixed 
interpretations between the American and 
Chinese frames of mind. 

"Using the method of cognitive priming, 
we were able to elicit different tendencies in 
people's interpretation of social stimuli, and 
this dynamic, constructivist approach can 
be extended by identifying conditions under 
which cultural constructs are potent drivers 
of behavior:' observed Dr Hong. 

Dr HONG Yillg-y i with her priming 
images: the Chillese dragoll alld the 
Alllericall Micky MOllse. 
COlltrastillg CII[tllra[ icollS lIsed ill the 
experilllellt: MOllkey (Chillese) alld 
SlIperlllall (US) 

Practical Implications 
What implications do these findings have 

in the practical world? 
Dr Hong said, "An understanding of the 

above findings will help members of multi
cultural organizations to understand each 
other better, and to have greater mutual 
sympathy. Hence, this will be conducive to 
building a more harmonious working 
environment." 

"The 21st century is the era of 
cyberspace, where national and cultural 
barriers become less and less significant. 
Therefore we need a deeper understanding 
of how bi-cultural and multi-cultural 
individuals tend to respond to different 
cultural stimuli:' Dr Hong concluded. 0 
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Warning Against the Invisible Enemy 
Promising Research into Ultra-violet Detectors 

The most ominous enemies against 
our health and well being are those 
you cannot see, those that can cause 

irreparable damage even without your 
knowing. One of these dire health hazards 
is ultra-violet (UV) radiation, which, as its 
name suggests, is outside our visible 
spectrum of light and is therefore all the 
more deadly as a cause of skin cancer. 

Ultra-violet radiation can strike 
practically anything under the sun. The 
problem has significantly deteriorated 
because the atmospheric layer of ozone, 
which has hitherto been an effective shield 
against ultra-violet radiation, has been 
irreparably damaged in recent years, with a 
serious threat of further disintegration. 

While ultra-violet radiation may be a 
remote threat for those who very seldom go 
outdoors, it necessarily causes real concern 
for people who are exposed to strong 
sunlight for extended periods-including 
outdoor workers, outdoor sportsmen, and 
holiday makers. 

Although over the years scientists have 
developed a number of UV detection 
methods, none of them is completely 
satisfactory. For one thing, they are all 
expensive. In addition. silicon carbide is not 
visible-blind and cannot tolerate high UV 
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dosage. Other detectors need filtering 
because they are sensitive to radiations other 
than UV radiation. 

Breakthrough in Development of 
UV Detectors 

Dr I K SOU, Associate Professor in the 
Department of Physics, and his colleagues 
have invented a UV detection device using 
ZnS-based II-VI alloys. This UV detector 
has many advantages. First, it is relatively 
cheap. Second, it has the fastest response 
time due to its high structural quality. Third, 
it has high visible rejection power, meaning 
that it is practically insensitive to the visible 
light spectrum, and lights of even longer 
wavelength. This means it can accurately 
detect and measure radiation of ultra-violet 
wavelength. The last advantage is that it is 
tunable. 

Here is how Dr Sou's UV detector works. 
When exposed to ultra-violet light the 
detector generates photo-voltage which, 
when amplified and suitably treated, in turn 
generates visible or audible signals. 

In fact, ZnS-based II-VI alloys are no 
stranger to physicists. They have been used 
in the study of blue laser beams for about a 
decade now. 

But it was Dr Sou who put his lateral 

radialioll detector 

Dr SOU with his sta le-oJ-lhe-art ullra
high-vacllum CI),stal growth system 
called "moleClllar beam expilaxy" 

thinking to good use and produced his UV 
detector using this alloy. 

Innovative Applications 
Dr Sou's brainchild was exhibited at the 

Innovation 2000 exhibition organized by the 
Indu s try Department and aroused 
significant interest. At present, HKUST is 
exploring with potential industry partners 
the feasibility of incorporating the new UV 
detector in the production of watches, so 
that users can monitor the real-time as well 
as accumulative UV radiation level at any 
given time and wherever they go. 

Explaining how his innovative idea works 
in watches, Dr Sou said, "When the real-time 
level of ultra-violet radiation exceeds a certain 
level, the watch will beep. In the meantime, 
the user can also set an accumulative 
threshold before he leaves home. When the 
accumulative amount of UV radiation 
reaches that threshold, it will automatically 
emit a warning to the wearer." 

"The acceptable levels of real time and 
accumulative UV radiation vary from 
person to person, mainly in accordance with 
his or her skin color. The lighter the skin 
color, the lower the threshold:' Dr Sou said. 

"Hence if there is a skin color chart 
against which a user can check, a person
alized UV detection and warning device can 
be set up:' he added. 

Apart from serving as a warning device, 
Dr Sou's invention can also be used as a 
tester for sunglasses, particularly those that 
claim to be an effective block against ultra
violet radiation. "If an optical company has 
an ultra-violet detector, customers can 
immediately check the UV blocking 
effectiveness of the glasses they want to buy:' 
he said. 

In the meantime, the UV detector can 
also be used to test suntan lotions and 
cosmetics which claim to be ultra-violet 
shields. 

Dr Sou added that his UV detector can 
also contribute to technological improve
ments related to UV sterilization, food 
inspection, blood analysis, as well as ozone 
and pollution monitoring. In addition, it can 
help control the combustion of industrial 
furnaces, as well as act as a flame detector, 
which is likely to be even more effective than 
smoke detectors. 0 



Budding Flowers of Entrepreneurship 

The Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology can be seen as a 
garden of many blossoms. 

While the flowers of education and the 
flowers of research predominate, there is, in 
a hitherto relatively quiet corner, a nursery 
where novel species are nursed. This nursery 
is the HKUST Entrepreneurship Program. 
This Program is intended to help fulfill a 
University mission-"to assist in the 
economic and social development of Hong 
Kong". 

The University is ready to lend support 
to faculty, staff, students and alumni in 
starting up their technology-based 
companies. These companies are eligible for 
the Program if they focus on technology in 
products or services, have been established 
no more than three years, are registered in 
Hong Kong, and are owned at least 10% by 
HKUST personnel. 

Under existing University policy, faculty 
members may not assume an executive 
po~ition in a company, but they can act as 
directors or advisors within the time that the 
University allows for consultancy activities. 

"We are conscious of the importance of 
maintaining a clear separation between the 
academic and research environment on the 
one hand, and technology commer
cialization on the other. We are also aware 
of the issues such as accountability, conflict 
of interest, and our basic role as a public 
institution:' said Prof Tony EASTHAM, 
Associate Vice-President for Research and 
Development. 

The Entrepreneurship Program 
The University provides the start-up 

companies with a package of assistance. 
They are offered space at cost, complete with 
central office services. They have access to 
professional consultation, such as ac
counting and legal advice. Moreover, they 
are introduced to potential investors, 
venture capital companies, and partners. 

In return, HKUST secures from these 
start-up companies 3% of their issued share 
capital at the time of entry into the Entre
preneurship Program. If the company 
increases its share capital within two years, 
HKUST's ownership position remains at 3% 
up to a maximum of HK$300,OOO. If the 
technology that the company pursues arises 

Dr KG (middle), ProfTAlvI (right) alld their busilless pm'tller 

preparillg their marketillg illitiatil'es. 

out of University research, a separate license 
should be negotiated for the company to 
practice the intellectual property rights. 

Housed in the University's Annex and 
rooted in a wide spectrum of disciplines, 
these companies are developing various 
high-tech businesses, including con
sumer electronics, biosensors, new drugs, 
internet services, computer software, 
e-commerce systems, as well as voice 
recognition and machine trans-Iation 
systems. 

Some Budding Companies 
One of the start-ups is TCM Cyber Port 

Co Ltd, which is developing a web site and 
e-commerce system that will make 
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) 
products and information available 
worldwide. This company is formed by 
Dr Robert KO (Biochemistry), and ProfKar 
Yan TAM (Information and Systems 
Management). 

"What distinguishes our envisioned web 
site from the existing ones produced in the 
Chinese Mainland is that we adopt a 
Western approach to TCM:' Dr Ko said. 

Prof Tam said, "The Program provides a 
fast track for the faculty to translate research 
findings and innovative ideas into reality. 
This is particularly important in the 
e-commerce field." 

Another start-up company, Internet 
MPAS Ltd, is led by Prof Vincent SHEN 

from Computer Science. 
He previously founded 
and, with his colleagues, 
developed Hong Kong 
Supernet which was the 
first Internet Service 
Provider in Hong Kong. 
Internet MPAS, with 
investment from Bright 
World Enterprise and 
HKUST RandD Corp, is 
developing a software 
transaction system for 
making secure micro
payments over the 
Internet. 

Perception Digital Ltd, 
another budding com
pany, aims to develop 
technologies and con

sumer electronic products for the home of 
the future. They are currently developing a 
digital jukebox that allows consumers to 
archive more than 2,000 songs. The 
company is the brainchild of Dr Jack LAU, 
the first PhD produced by HKUST and a 
faculty member in the Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering Department. "I am 
grateful to the Program for helping to make 
our ideas a reality:' Dr Lau said. 

Dr Patricia BIDDLE, an HKUST MBA 
graduate, has set up Shoe Wave Ltd, which 
strives to build a web-based system as an 
infomediary among shoe manufacturers, 
suppliers and consumers. "The University 
provides me with professional advice and 
lends credibility to my company. Through 
this Program, I have been able to access a 
number of investors, which is vital to the 
development of my business:' Dr Biddle 
said. 

Proactive Policy 
"This program is conceived after a 

thorough review of the technology transfer 
policy and practice of major US universities, 
including MIT, Stanford, UC Berkeley and 
others, and the social and business 
environment of Hong Kong. We believe the 
University should take a proactive role now 
in promoting innovation and entre
preneurship for the future of Hong Kong:' 
said Prof Otto LIN, Vice-President for 
Research and Development. 0 
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W HKUST IN ACTION 

New Facilities Named 

Naming ceremonies were held on 17 December 1999 for a number of 
facilities mostly housed in the Annex, which was also officially opened on 
that day. The fac ili ties named were : The Hong Kong Jockey Club 
Biotechnology Research Institute, Shui On Center for China Business and 
Management, Hang Lung Professional Education Center, and Tang Shiu 
Kin Computational Laboratory. 

Programs housed in the Annex, which was entirely funded by private 
donations totaling around HK$120 million, form an integral part of the 
University's long term plan for education and R&D. 

HKUST Showcases 
Research Achievements 
in "Innovation 2000" 

Over 30 HKUST projects were exhibited in 
42 booths at a major show entitled "Inno
vation 2000", organized by the Industry 
Department of the Hong Kong Govetnment 
in late November 1999. 

These HKUST projects covered a wide 
range of disciplines, including information 
technology, display technology, traditional 
Chinese medicine, advanced manufacturing, 
pollution control, and structural engineering. 
A silicon micro display, a biosensor, and a 
genechip were among the numerous hi-tech 
research results displayed by the University. 

Nobel Laureate (Physics) Prof Daniel C Tsui Visits HKUST 

Prof Daniel C Tsui, 1998 Nobel Prize winner in Physics, paid a visit to HKUST 
on 17 December 1999. He was welcomed by the President, Prof Chia -Wei WOO, 
Vice-President (Academic Affairs) Prof Leroy CHANG, Associate Vice
President (Postgraduate Studies and Academic Research) Prof Nelson CUE, 
and Dean of Science, Prof Michael LOY-aU fellow physicists by training. 

Prof Tsui also met with faculty members as well as undergraduate and 
postgraduate students of the Physics Department, to exchange views on study 
and research. 

Alumni in California 

HKUST alumni in California 
had the opportunity to meet the 
University's President, Prof Chia
Wei WOO, at Stanford University 
in Palo Alto in early January. The 
gathering was part of a program 
of events designed to encourage 
alumni in California to join the 
Association ofHKUST Alumni in 

North America and Friends of HKUST, both established in September 1999 by 
alumni and supporters in California. There are over 40 HKUST alumni working 
in high technologies such as biotechnology, materials, and IT in Silicon Valley and 
southern California or pursuing advanced studies at Caltech, Stanford, UC 
Berkeley, UCLA, USC, and other institutions. 

First Asian Conference on Experimental Business Research 

Experts from around the world gathered at HKUST for the First Experimental 
Business Research Conference in Asia from 7 to 10 December 1999. Among the 
speakers were pioneering experimental economists such as Prof Vernon SMITH 
from the University of Arizona, and 
Prof Charles PLOTT, founder of the 
Caltech Laboratory for Experimental 
Economics and Political Science. 

The Conference was organized by 
the Center for Experimental Business 
Research of the HKUST School of 
Business and Management. Established 
in September 1998, the Center is the first 
of its kind in Asia. 
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